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the city rich with tradition and culture, and the city where cultural heritage is preserved as carefully as a relaxed atmosphere. This city can be proud of the epithet of multinational, multicultural, and multiconfessional capital. This is where differences and diversities are understood as advantages. Novi Sad is also the city of science and art. At the Novi Sad University there are nineteen faculties, Association of Centres for Interdisciplinary and Multidisciplinary Studies and Researches, and specialised institutes and departments. In addition, the city has many museums and galleries where numerous cultural events, exhibitions and displays are organised. The city centre with attractive old city core, and prestigious Novi Sad Fair is the host of many world known festivals and events. Being positioned on the Danube, with the Fortress the building of which was completed in the 18th century, Novi Sad is located at the crossroads of most important traffic lines, in the vicinity of the “holly” Fruska Gora. The city hinterland reveals salaš farmsteads, Fruška Gora wine region, and National Park “Fruška Gora” providing the precondition for enjoyment with all senses.

You can reach Novi Sad
* by car: it is located on E-75 and E-70 highways
* by plane: “Nikola Tesla” Airport in Belgrade is at the distance of 70 km from Novi Sad,
* by train: Novi Sad is one of the stops on Vienna-Budapest-Belgrade-Istanbul railroad,
* by ship: navigating along the Danube.

MOST VISITED EVENTS:

APRIL: NOMUS (International Music Festival)
MAY: AGRICULTURAL FAIR
JUNE: INFANT (International Festival of Alternative and New Theatre)
CINEMA CITY (Film Festival)  ZMAJEVE DEČJE IGRE (Festival for Children)  INTERFEST (Wine Festival)
JULY: EXIT (Music Festival)  YOUTH FAIR (Fair of Youth Tourism)
AUG: DAYS OF BRASIL (Novi Sad Samba Festival)  SEPT: IFUS (International Festival of Street Artists)  NOV: JAZZ FESTIVAL
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